
Verus™ PP

Clearly  Secure™

All of the Verus™ devices are designed to:

    Check the authenticity of the currency

    Identify suspicious banknotes at the earliest
    transaction point

    Build confidence in the banknotes and their
    widespread deployment

    Provide comfort for new polymer users and support
    national education and communication strategy
    about new notes and materials

    Combat the threat of counterfeiting at all levels

Combination Desktop 
Validator

Verus™ is a new range of devices from Innovia 
Systems primarily designed to authenticate banknotes 
printed on Innovia Films Clarity™ C film manufactured 
using their unique ‘bubble’ process. However, the 
latest development from Innovia Systems, the Verus™ 
PP, is able to authenticate both polymer and paper 
banknotes.
 
Clarity™ C is the unique, base material for all 
Guardian® polymer banknote substrate manufactured 
by Innovia Security.

Only Verus™ devices are capable of detecting the 
integral physical and optical characteristics of 
Clarity™ C film and in addition the sophisticated 
technology incorporated into the Verus™ PP enables 
accurate detection of non Guardian® polymer and 
paper banknotes. 

In use, if the features of a banknote inserted into 
the device can not be matched with the on-board 
templates, Verus™ PP will display a visual text 
warning and produce an audible alert. Verus™ PP 
is therefore able to detect and confirm unknown 
or suspicious polymer and paper notes, clearly 
identifying them for further checking.

Verus™ - enabled devices offer a high level of 
validation of the substrate and can be used as part 
of a broader security strategy. This in turn can help 
build confidence in banknotes printed on Guardian® 
substrate throughout the entire cash cycle.

Innovia - we manufacture, we supply, we validate…
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This exciting addition to the Verus™ range has a
small footprint and through its intuitive design can 
be used to quickly verify multiple denominations 
of banknotes based on both paper and polymer 
substrates. Being mains or battery powered, it is 
ideal for use in a wide variety of environments such 
as large and small retail outlets and venues, trade 
shows, outdoor events, ticketing offices, cashier till 
positions, back office and bank branches to name just 
a few.

Verus™ PP provides:

Portability via compact, light weight design 
ensuring it is easy to transfer from location to 
location

The ability to detect banknotes across multiple 
denominations and currencies based on both 
paper and polymer substrates

The added facility to count, denominate and 
provide totals of batches being validated

Patented Verus™ technology as well as traditional 
magnetic, infrared and other forms of detection

Speed and accuracy assisted by motorised 
transport 

An intuitive interface and immediate confirmation

Power  save mode to optimise energy 
consumption

Adaptable power supply options


